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Tools & Environments

 Graphical Tools: - CmapTools

 Formal Tool: - Protégé

 Dedicated Tools: - Tedi
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http://cmap.ihmc.us/

Downloads

CmapTools

https://protege.stanford.edu/

http://cmap.ihmc.us/
https://protege.stanford.edu/
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http://cmap.ihmc.us/

CmapTools

Concept maps are graphical tools for organizing and representing knowledge. 

They include concepts, usually enclosed in circles or boxes of some type, and relationships
between concepts indicated by a connecting line linking two concepts. 
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 Epistemological Principles

Concept: Concept as a perceived regularity in events or objects, or records of events or
objects, designated by a label.

Proposition: Propositions are statements about some object or event in the universe, either
naturally occurring or constructed. Propositions contain two or more concepts
connected using linking words or phrases to form a meaningful statement.

 Representation

Concept: Node

Proposition: labeled link

CmapTools
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 Epistemological Principles

Concept: Concept as a perceived regularity in events or objects, or records of events or
objects, designated by a label.

Proposition: Propositions are statements about some object or event in the universe, either
naturally occurring or constructed. Propositions contain two or more concepts
connected using linking words or phrases to form a meaningful statement.

 Representation

Concept: Node

Proposition: labeled link

CmapTools
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Do it

CmapTools



Language Categories of CmapTools
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Categories of Thought :

- Object

- Characteristic : - essential

- descriptive

- Concept

- Class

- Relation : - generic

- partitive

- functonial

- associative

- …….

Langue of Intellection Representation Language

Expression

How to Represent the Categories of Thought?

- Node

- Labelled link (binary relationhips)

CmapTools
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Semiotic code

each category of thought will be represented differently

<Concept> <Concept>

individual individual

concept

individual

Essential 
characteristic

/characteristic/

relations R(a,b)

Descriptive 
characteristic

at(e,v)

CmapTools
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No verification

CmapTools
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长凳

椅子

长椅

chair

chaise

banc

bench

canapé

fauteuil

armchair

couch

stool
tabouret

pouf

Exercise
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CmapTools

<Seat>

< ? >

“chair”@en
“chaise”@fr

is-a

< ? >

“armchair”@en
“fauteuil”@fr

is-a
< ? >

“bench”@en
“banc”@fr

is-a

“seat”@en
“siège”@fr
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CmapTools

✓ Human Readable

✓ Easy to use

✓ Semi-Formal

- Categories of thought?

- Methodology?

- Formal definition?

- Coherency?

- Operationalization?

<Seat>

< ? >

“chair”
“chaise”

is-a

< ? >

“armchair”
“fauteuil”

< ? >

“seat”
“siege”

“couch”
“canapé”

< ? >

“stool”
“tabouret”

< ? >

“bench”
“banc”

“Long seat on which multiple people may sit at the same time”@en

https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench_(furniture)

definition

url



Is defining Chair as a subclass of Seat sufficient?

What is the difference between 
Chair and Armchair?

<Seat>

< ? >

“chair”
“chaise”

is-a

< ? >

“armchair”
“fauteuil”

< ? >

“seat”
“siege”

“couch”
“canapé”

< ? >

“stool”
“tabouret”

< ? >

“bench”
“banc”

“Long seat on which multiple people may sit at the same time”@en

https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench_(furniture)

definition

url

CmapTools

(Formal) Definition?



Objects Concepts for one
person

several 
persons

with feet without 
feet

with
back

without
back

with 
arms

without
arms

Designations 
(English)

Designation
s (French)

<Seat 1 person with feet 
with back without arms>

X X X X “chair” “chaise”

<Seat 1 person with feet 
with back with arms>

X X X X “armchair” “fauteuil”

<Seat 1 person with feet 
without back without arms>

X X X X “stool” “tabouret”

<Seat several persons with 
feet with back with arms>

X X X X “couch” “canapé”

<Seat several persons with 
feet without back without 
arms>

X X X X “bench” “banc”

Axis of analysis Axis of analysis Axis of analysis Axis of analysis

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /without arms/

“chair” : Seat for one person with feet and back without arms.
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TermsConceptsObjects

Array of differences

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /with arms/

“armchair” : Seat for one person with feet and back with arms.

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /with arms/

“bench” : Seat for several persons with feet, without back, and without arms.
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Graphical Notation

They are all equivalent.

A given graph is one of several
possible representations of the same
conceptual system

<Concept> = { essential characteristics}
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https://protege.stanford.edu/

Protégé is a free, open source ontology editor written in 
Java and developed at Stanford University. 

More than 300,000 users are registered.

https://protege.stanford.edu/


Protégé provides:

- a graphic user interface to define ontologies;
- deductive classifiers to validate that models are

consistent and to infer new information based on the
analysis of ontology.
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https://protege.stanford.edu/

https://protege.stanford.edu/
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https://protege.stanford.edu/support.php

https://protege.stanford.edu/support.php
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https://protege.stanford.edu/support.php

https://protege.stanford.edu/support.php
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http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/

http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/
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Ontology
An ontology is a formally-defined vocabulary for a particular domain of
interest. Ontologies are typically based on a class hierarchy (asserted and/or
inferred), supplemented by assorted properties.

https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Pr4_UG_mi_Glossary#Ontology

OWL
OWL provides the theoretical basis for Protege 4 ontologies

Open World Assumption
The Open World Assumption, used by OWL, says that "just because we don't
know something to be true does not mean that we can assume it to be false"

https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Pr4_UG_mi_Glossary#Ontology
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OWL & the Semantic Web Architecture
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What are OWL Ontologies?

Ontologies are used to capture knowledge about some domain of interest. An
ontology describes the concepts in the domain and also the relationships that hold
between those concepts.

A Practical Guide To Building OWL Ontologies Using Protégé 4 and CO-ODE Tools - Edition 1.3

The logical model allows the use of a reasoner which can check whether or not all of 
the statements and definitions in the ontology are mutually consistent and can also 
recognise which concepts fit under which definitions. The reasoner can therefore 
help to maintain the hierarchy correctly.

Different ontology languages provide different facilities. The most recent
development in standard ontology languages is OWL from the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C)



Main ideas of OWL (DL)?

Organising the objects with populate the world into classes according
to the relationships that linked objects together

28

An object is not defined by its “nature“, but through its relationships
with other objects

1

2

Extensional Logic



Components of OWL Ontologies: Individuals

Individuals, represent objects in the domain in which we are interested

1) Individuals

Terminology: « individual », « instance », « object »
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Components of OWL Ontologies: Properties

Properties are binary  relations  on individuals, i.e. properties link two  
individuals together.

2) Properties

Terminology: « properties », « slots » (Protégé), « roles » (DL), « relations », « attributes » 
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Components of OWL Ontologies: Classes

OWL classes are interpreted as sets  that contain individuals.

3) Classes

Classes are a concrete representation of concepts.
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Components of OWL Ontologies: Classes

As sets, classes can be defined using set operators :  ,  A = B  C

32

An individual can belong to different classes:       i  B  ,  i  C  ,  i  B  C  

Classes may be organised into a superclass-subclass 
hierarchy corresponding to inclusion between sets:

B  A All members of the class B 
are members of the class A

A

B

C

i

A

B C

D = B  C 

E

Classes can be disjoint



Components of OWL Ontologies: Properties Restriction

a) Existential Restrictions: describes (anonymous) classes of individuals that 
participate in at least one (some) relationship along a specified property to 
individuals that are members of a specified class.

(at least one value of the property must be of a certain type)

4) Property restriction A means to define classes of individuals

33

Classes are defined (described?) using formal descriptions that state precisely 
the requirements for membership of the class.



b) Universal Restrictions: describes (anonymous) classes of individuals 
that for a given property only (only) have relationships along this 
property to individuals that are members of a specified class.

(all values of the property must be of a certain type)

c) Has value: at least one of the values of the property is a certain value

34

Components of OWL Ontologies: Properties restriction



Components of OWL Ontologies: Reasoner

an inconsistent class is a class which cannot contain any individual 
because of its definition

5) Reasoner

Terminology: « classes », « concepts » 35
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长凳

椅子

长椅

chair

chaise

banc

bench

canapé

fauteuil

armchair

couch

stool
tabouret

pouf

My 1st K-Graph in Protégé
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Named Classes

Seat

Chair

Couch

Armchair
Part

Arm

Back

Feet

Bench

Things



My 1st K-Graph in Protégé

1. Building my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

<Seat>

< ? >

“chair”
“chaise”

is-a

< ? >

“armchair”
“fauteuil”

< ? >

“couch”
“canapé”

< ? >

“stool”
“tabouret”

< ? >

“bench”
“banc”

“Long seat on which multiple people may sit at the same time”@en

https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench_(furniture)

definition

url

“seat”
“siege”



My 1st K-Graph in Protégé

Class

Class

1

1

1

Defining classes

<Seat>

< ? >

“chair”
“chaise”

is-a

< ? >

“armchair”
“fauteuil”

< ? >

“couch”
“canapé”

< ? >

“stool”
“tabouret”

< ? >

“bench”
“banc”

“Long seat on which multiple people may sit at the same time”@en

https://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench_(furniture)

definition

url

Organizing them2

Subclass 
relationship

2

Annotation

Annotation

Annotating them3
3

3

“seat”
“siege”

Class
1
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Named ClassesThe class Thing
represents the set
containing all individuals

Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Adding properties2’



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Adding properties2’



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Adding properties2’



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Adding properties2’



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



Defining classes1 Organizing them2 Annotating them3



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT ?class ?name

WHERE { ?root rdfs:label "seat"@en.
?class rdfs:subClassOf ?root.
?class rdfs:label ?name.
FILTER (lang(?name)="en")
}

ORDER BY ?name



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT ?class ?name

WHERE { ?root rdfs:label "seat"@en.
?class rdfs:subClassOf ?root.
?class rdfs:label ?name.
FILTER (lang(?name)="en")
}

ORDER BY ?name



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

Display the English terms of seat with their definition in English

Draw the query graph



2. Querying my 1st K-Graph in Protégé

Display the English terms of seat with their definition in English

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT  ?name ?definition

WHERE { ?root rdfs:label "seat"@en.
?class rdfs:subClassOf ?root.
?class rdfs:label ?name.
?class rdfs:comment ?definition.
FILTER (lang(?name)="en")

}
ORDER BY ?name



We need go a step further
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A Step Further
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A Step Further

What is the difference between Chair 
and Armchair, Bench, Couch, Stool?

What is their definition?
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A Step Further

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Armchair">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Seat"/>

<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Seat for one person wiht feet and back with arms</rdfs:comment>

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">armchair</rdfs:label>

<rdfs:label xml:lang="fr">fauteuil</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Chair">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Seat"/>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Seat for one person wiht feet and back without arms</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="fr">chaise</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">chair</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<rdf:Description>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#AllDisjointClasses"/>
<owl:members rdf:parseType="Collection">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Armchair"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Bench"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Chair"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Couch"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Stool"/>

</owl:members>
</rdf:Description>

General axioms

Classes
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A Step Further

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Armchair">

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Seat"/>

<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Seat for one person wiht feet and back with arms</rdfs:comment>

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">armchair</rdfs:label>

<rdfs:label xml:lang="fr">fauteuil</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Chair">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Seat"/>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Seat for one person wiht feet and back without arms</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="fr">chaise</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">chair</rdfs:label>

</owl:Class>

<rdf:Description>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#AllDisjointClasses"/>
<owl:members rdf:parseType="Collection">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Armchair"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Bench"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Chair"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Couch"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/croche/ontologies/2020/4/untitled-ontology-22#Stool"/>

</owl:members>
</rdf:Description>

General axioms

Classes
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Ontoterminology of Seats



Objects Concepts for one
person

several 
persons

with feet without 
feet

with
back

without
back

with 
arms

without
arms

Designations 
(English)

Designation
s (French)

<Seat 1 person with feet 
with back without arms>

X X X X “chair” “chaise”

<Seat 1 person with feet 
with back with arms>

X X X X “armchair” “fauteuil”

<Seat 1 person with feet 
without back without arms>

X X X X “stool” “tabouret”

<Seat several persons with 
feet with back with arms>

X X X X “couch” “canapé”

<Seat several persons with 
feet without back without 
arms>

X X X X “bench” “banc”

Axis of analysis Axis of analysis Axis of analysis Axis of analysis

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /without arms/

“chair” : Seat for one person with feet and back without arms.
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TermsConceptsObjects

Array of differences

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /with arms/

“armchair” : Seat for one person with feet and back with arms.

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms> 

::= <Seat> + /for one person/ + /with feet/ + /with back/ + /with arms/

“bench” : Seat for several persons with feet, without back, and without arms.
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Object Properties

hasPart

MyChair FeetOfMyChair

Relationships between individuals

relation
Domain Range
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Object Properties

Seat

Chair

Couch

Armchair

Part
Arm

Back

Feet

Bench

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart



Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Defining Classes

(Object or Data) Properties Restrictions can be used to define classes

The key idea is that a class of individuals is described or defined by the relationships that
these individuals participate in

SeatWithBack = { x /  y Back(y)  hasPart(x,y) }  

A restriction describes an anonymous class (an unnamed class).

The anonymous class contains all of the individuals that satisfy the restriction (i.e. all of the
individuals that have the relationships required to be a member of the class).

88
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Object Properties

hasPart

MyChair FeetOfMyChair
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Data Properties

MyChair color: “brown”

relationships between an individual and data values.
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Properties Restrictions

SeatWithBack = { x /  y Back(y)  hasPart(x,y) }  

Existential Restrictions

An existential restriction describes a class of individuals that have at least one
(some) relationship along a specified property to an individual that is a member
of a specified class.
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Class expressions are used to describe individuals that share common characteristics.

http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/class-expression-syntax/

Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Class Expressions

http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/class-expression-syntax/
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Without arms?

Essential Characteristics: Property Restriction
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Essential Characteristics: Class

Seat

Seat for one 
person

Seat for several 
person

Seat for several persons?
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Reasoner

Protégé 4 allows different OWL reasoners to be plugged in

The class hierarchy that is automatically computed by the
reasoner is called the inferred hierarchy.
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Visualisation
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: SPARQL Query

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT ?specificClass ?genericClass

WHERE { ?specificClass rdfs:subClassOf ?genericClass }
ORDER BY ?specificClass
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Seat

Chair

Couch

Armchair

Part
Arm

Back

Feet

Bench

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

hasPart

Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Essential Characteristics

hasPart

Seat for one person?



- Essential characteristic == Class

- Essential characteristic == Role restriction

- Essential characteristic == individual
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Building an OWL Ontology using Protégé: Essential Characteristics

Seat for one 
person

Seat with feet

Seat with back
Seat without arms



OntoTerminology Editor

Prof. Christophe Roche

Condillac Research Group – LISTIC Lab.
University Savoie Mont-Blanc (France)

KETRC Research Centre
University  of Liaocheng (China)

http://christophe-roche.fr/

http://ontoterminology.com/ May 2020

Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle - Eugène Viollet-le-Duc
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http://new.condillac.org/
http://ketrc.com/
http://christophe-roche.fr/
http://ontoterminology.com/
https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Dictionnaire_raisonn%C3%A9_de_l%E2%80%99architecture_fran%C3%A7aise_du_XIe_au_XVIe_si%C3%A8cle
https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Auteur:Eug%C3%A8ne_Viollet-le-Duc


OntoTerminology Editor
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1) Theoretical Foundations

1) Conceptual Dimension

2) Linguistic Dimension

2) Environment

3) Term-guided Methodology

4) Export

5) Ontoterminology & W3C

Contents
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

 An ontoterminology is a terminology whose conceptual system is a formal ontology

Terminology

Linguistic dimension Conceptual dimension
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

 An ontoterminology is a terminology whose conceptual system is a formal ontology

Terminology

Linguistic dimension Conceptual dimension

 A term is a verbal designation of a concept
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

 An ontoterminology is a terminology whose conceptual system is a formal ontology

Terminology

Linguistic dimension Conceptual dimension

 A term is a verbal designation of a concept

 A concept is a unique combination of essential characteristics
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

 An ontoterminology is a terminology whose conceptual system is a formal ontology

 A term is a verbal designation of a concept

Terminology

Linguistic dimension Conceptual dimension

 A concept is a set of essential characteristics enough stable to be named in a given natural language

 A concept is a unique combination of essential characteristics
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

 A concept is defined as a unique combination of
essential characteristics

<Seat for one person> ::= <Seat> + /one person/
<Seat with feet> ::= <Seat> + /with feet/
<Seat with back> ::= <Seat> + /with back/
etc.

Conceptual dimension

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

 A concept is defined as a unique combination of
essential characteristics

<Seat for one person> ::= <Seat> + /one person/
<Seat with feet> ::= <Seat> + /with feet/
<Seat with back> ::= <Seat> + /with back/
etc.

Conceptual dimension

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

 Essential characteristics are structured into axes of analysis
and are exclusive each other

Back = { /with back/ /without back/ }
Feet = { /with feet/ /without feet/}
etc.
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

 A concept is defined as a unique combination of
essential characteristics

<Seat for one person> ::= <Seat> + /one person/
<Seat with feet> ::= <Seat> + /with feet/
<Seat with back> ::= <Seat> + /with back/
etc.

 Multiple hierarchy => multiple inheritance

<Seat for one person with feet with back without arm>

is-a <Seat for one person>
is-a <Seat with feet>
is-a <Seat with back>
etc.

 Essential characteristics are structured into axes of analysis
and are exclusive each other

Back = { /with back/ /without back/ }
Feet = { /with feet/ /without feet/}
etc.

Conceptual dimension

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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(1)  Theoretical Foundations

 Multi-lingual terminology

 Ontology shared by different terminologies

 Linguistic diversity

Linguistic dimension

 Aristotelian definition in natural language (genus and specific 
difference) based on the formal definition

Shared 
Ontology

Multilingual Terminologies

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export



Definition of thing (concept)
- ontological
- formal
- constructive (operationalization)

Definition of word (term)
- explanation in natural language
- connotative information 

Definition of name

<Concept>

"term"
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(1) Theoretical Foundations

Ontoterm

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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(2)  Environment

 Opening a session

1

2

3

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

Tedi

Tedi
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(2)  Environment

 Launcher

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

Help functions

Access to the editors of 
the conceptual dimension

Access to the editors of 
the linguistic dimension
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(2)  Environment

 A set of dedicated editors accessible
from the Tedi Launcher

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

Concept editor

Term editor

Term Editor

Object editor

Proper names 
editor

Proper names 
editor



(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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1 2 3 4 5 6

(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

1: Enter the terms to be defined

4: Create the concept if it does not exist

6: Complete the linguistic dimension

5: Update the concept system if necessary

2: Identify the axes of analysis and their essential characteristics

3: Select the set of characteristics denoted by the term

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

115

 Experts are guided by Tedi which proposes only valid information at each step



(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

1 Enter the terms to be defined

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

Looking for differences between objects


/without arms/ /with arms/

2 Identify the Axes of Analysis and their essential characteristics

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

3 Select the set of characteristics denoted by a term

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

only valid differences 
are proposed



the functionality “fast” allows to select the set of characteristics
(differences) which be denoted by the current term. Tedi proposes
only the possible characteristics

an essential characteristic is called “difference” in Tedi
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- Terms are known to experts

- A term denotes a set of essential characteristics stable enough to have 
a name in a given natural language 
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List of terms that denote 
the selected concept 

 Connecting Terms and Concepts

(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

List of possible differences to choose 
from organized into axes of analysis 

Creation of new concept, 
if no exact match

List of concepts whose definition 
contains the selected differences

Definition of the 
selected concept



4 Create the concept if it does not exist

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

Each concept belongs to a category. Create it if it does not exist.
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Automatic creation of 
concept name



5 Update the concept system if necessary

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(3) A Term-Guided Methodology
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Tedi proposes only the valid 
options (checking « on the fly »)

Dedicated Editors

Default list of 
relations



(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

6 Complete the linguistic dimension as necessary

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export
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Automatic generation of patterns 
of definition in natural language 

Automatic calculation of 
terminological 

hypernyms, hyponyms, 
synonyms for every term

Automatic calculation of 
terminological equivalents 

in other languages 
(multilingualism)
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<Seat for one person with feet with back without arms>

“chair”

<Seat>
+ /for one person/
+ /with feet/
+ /with back/
+ /without arms/

“seat”

“Seat for one person with feet with and back without arms.:

designates

is designated by

pattern 
generation

term definition of the term in natural language

definition of the concept in a formal language

::=

editing by the expert

concept

Linguistic Dimension

Conceptual Dimension

Generation of definition pattern in natural language

(3) A Term-Guided Methodology

1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export



1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(4) Export: HTML
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1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(4) Export: CSV
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CmapTools

Conceptual Network

Lexical Network



1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(4) Export: RDF
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Concept
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1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(4) Export: RDF



Individual
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1) Theoretical Foundations
2) Environment
3) Methodology
4) Export

(4) Export: RDF



Protégé

1

2

3

RDF Exporthttp://ontologia.fr/OTB/seat.rdf
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(5) Ontoterminology 

and W3C



Querying in SPARQL

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>

SELECT ?name ?definition
FROM <http://ontologia.fr/OTB/krater.rdf>

WHERE {
?concept rdf:type owl:Class.
?concept skos:prefLabel ?name.
?concept skos:definition ?definition.
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')
FILTER (lang(?definition) = 'en')

}

ORDER BY ?name
LIMIT 100

https://data.bnf.fr/current/sparql.html
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http://ontologia.fr/OTB/seat.rdf

1

2

2

21 or



Querying in SPARQL
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PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

SELECT ?label ?type ?img

WHERE {
?object rdf:type owl:NamedIndividual.
?object skos:prefLabel ?label.
?object rdf:type ?concept.
?concept skos:prefLabel ?type.
?object foaf:depiction ?img.
FILTER (lang(?type)='en')

}

ORDER BY ?label
LIMIT 100

https://data.bnf.fr/current/sparql.html

Querying in SPARQL
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Querying in SPARQL
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http://sparql.org/sparql.htmlPREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>

SELECT ?name ?definition
FROM <http://ontologia.fr/OTB/krater.rdf>

WHERE {
?concept rdf:type owl:Class.
?concept skos:prefLabel ?name.
?concept skos:definition ?definition.
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')
FILTER (lang(?definition) = 'en')

}

ORDER BY ?name
LIMIT 100

http://sparql.org/sparql.html
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Any Comments or Remarks?

send an email to: roche@univ-savoie.fr

http://ontoterminology.com/
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